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Social Media Handles

Mick Conefrey

Mick Conefrey (@mickconefrey) • Instagram photos and videos

Mick Conefrey | Facebook

Mick Conefrey Writer and Director

Associated Websites

● Mick Conefrey

● Amazon.de: Mick Conefrey: Bücher, Hörbücher, Bibliografie

● Mick Conefrey - Filmography - MNTNFILM
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Profile

Mick Conefrey
For thirty years I’ve made documentaries for the BBC and all the major British and US

channels. I’ve been everywhere from the Arctic to the Himalayas to Angkor Wat and

written books on mountaineering and exploration.

I’ve been lucky to have been able to film all over over the world from Cambodia to K2,

from Puerto Rico to Spitsbergen. I’m particularly interested in films about exploration

and mountaineering, and have filmed in the Alps, the Himalayas and Alaska. Several of

my films have won international and British awards, at festivals such as Trento,

Telluride, Banff and Kendal.

As both a film maker and a writer, I’m fascinated by the art of narrative. I love to find

good stories with complex characters dealing with even more complex situations. My

definition of good drama is what happens when people are put under pressure, and

exploration and mountaineering provide plenty examples of this. My heroes: John Hunt,

Graham Greene, Robert Siodmak, Tom Woolfe, Alexandra David Neel, Tom Wolfe,

Orson Welles, Ella Maillart, Sir Richard Burton, John Banville, Don Cherry, Lucinda

Williams. My current squeezes: Jeanette Winterson, Bobby Womack, Jo Nesbo, Carla

Bley.

Everest 1922 | Book by Mick Conefrey | Official
Publisher Page | Simon & Schuster
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The dramatic and inspiring account of the very first attempt to climb Mount

Everest, published to coincide with the centenary of the expedition of 1922.

The first attempt on Everest in 1922 by George Leigh Mallory and a British team is an

extraordinary story full of controversy, drama, and incident, populated by a set of

larger-than-life characters straight out of an adventure novel.

The expedition ended in tragedy when, on their third bid for the top, Mallory's party was

hit by an avalanche that left seven men dead. Using diaries, letters, and unpublished

accounts, Mick Conefrey creates a rich, character-driven narrative that explores the

motivations and private dramas of the key individuals—detailing their backroom politics

and bitter rivalries—who masterminded this epic adventure.

Reviews
● 'Everest 1922' Review: Frontier in the Clouds - WSJ

● Mick Conefrey Tells the Incredible Story of the 'Forgotten' First Attempt to Climb

Everest

Everest Overview

Geography

● Everest is 29,031.69-feet or 8848.86-meters high

● The summit is the border of Nepal to the south and China or Tibet on the

north
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● It is over 60 million years old

● Everest was formed by the movement of the Indian tectonic plate pushing up

and against the Asian plate

● Everest grows by about a quarter of an inch (0.25″) every year

● It consists of different types of shale, limestone, and marble

● The rocky summit is covered with deep snow all year long

Weather

● The Jet Stream sits on top of Everest almost all year long

● The wind can blow over 200 mph

● The temperature can be -80F (-62C)

● In mid-May each year, the jet stream moves north causing the winds the calm

and temperatures to warm enough for people to try to summit. This is called

the ‘summit window’. There is a similar period each fall in November.

● It can also be very hot with temperatures over 100F (38C)in the Western

Cwm, an area climbers go through to reach the summit.

History

● Like all mountains around the world, the local indigenous people were the first

to see it

● Everest is called Chomolungma (Jomolangma) by the Tibetan people. It

means mother goddess of the universe
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● Everest was named Sagarmatha by the Nepal Government. It means

goddess of the sky

● It was first identified for the western world by a British survey team led by Sir

George Everest in 1841

● Everest was first named Peak 15 and measured at 29,002 feet in 1856

● In 1865, it was named Mount Everest, after Sir George Everest

● In 1955, the height was adjusted to 29,028 fee

● China used 29,015 feet

● In 2020, using GPS technology, using a joint measurement by Nepal and

China the summit was measured at 29,031.69 feet (8,848.86 m)

Summits

Early Attempts and Summits

● The first attempt was in 1921 by a British expedition from the north (Tibet)

side

● The first summit was on May 29, 1953, by Sir Edmund Hillary from New

Zealand and Tenzing Norgay, a Sherpa from Nepal. They climbed from the

south side on a British expedition led by Colonel John Hunt.

● The first north side summit was on May 25, 1960, by Nawang Gombu

(Tibetan) and Chinese climbers Chu Yin-Hau and Wang Fu-zhou

● The youngest person to summit was American Jordan Romero, age 13 years

11 months, on May 23, 2010, from the north side.
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● The oldest person to summit was Japanese Miura Yiuchiro, age 80 on May

23, 2013

● The first climbers to summit Everest without bottled oxygen were Italian

Reinhold Messner with Peter Habler in 1978

● Reinhold Messner is the only person to have truly summited Everest solo and

without supplemental oxygen. He did it in 1980 from the Tibet side via the

Great Couloir

Male Summits

● The youngest male to summit was American Jordan Romero, age 13 years

10 months, on May 23, 2010, from the north side.

● The oldest male to summit was Japanese Miura Yiuchiro, age 80 on May 23,

2013

● Kami Rita (Topke) Sherpa (Thami) holds the record for most summits (male or

female) with 24, the most recent one in 2019.

● Pasang Dawa Sherpa of Pangboche has summited 23 times with the last on

May 23, 2019.

● Apa Sherpa (Thami Og), Phurba Tashi Sherpa (Khumjung) are next with 21

summits each. Both are now retired.

● American Dave Hahn and Briton Kenton Cool have the most non-Sherpa

summits with 15, the most recent in 2021
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Female Summits

● The first woman to summit Everest was Junko Tabei of Japan in 1975

● The oldest woman to summit was Japanese Tamae Watanabe, age 73, in

2012 from the north

● The youngest woman to summit was Indian Malavath Poorna, 13 years 11

months on May 25, 2014, from the north side

● 750 women have summited through June 2021

● Nepali, Lakpa Sherpani holds the women’s summit record with eight (1 South,

7 north)

Summit Statistics

● There have been 10,656 summits of Everest through December 2021, on all

routes by 6,098 different people.

● 1,410 people, including 990 Sherpa, have summited multiple times

● The Nepal side is more popular with 7,023 summits compared to 3,633

summits from the Tibet side

● 216 climbers summited without supplemental oxygen through December

2021, about 2.0%

● 35 climbers have traversed from one side to the other.

● 640 climbers have summited from both Nepal and Tibet

● 135 climbers have summited more than once in a single season, including 67

who summited within seven days of their first summit that season.
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Death Statistics

● 305 people (186 westerners and 119 Sherpas) have died on Everest from

1924 to December 2021 or 2.9%.

● Of the deaths, 167 died attempting to summit without using supplemental

oxygen.

● Of the 306 deaths, 113 died on the descent from their summit bid or 37%

● The Nepalese side has seen 7,023 summits with 195 deaths through

December 2021 or 2.9%, a rate of 1.16. 119, or 61% of the deaths, died not

using Os.

● The Tibet side has seen 3,633 summits with 110 deaths through December

2021 or 3.0%, a rate of 1.09. 48 died not using Os.

● Most bodies all are still on the mountain but China has removed many bodies

from sight.

● The top causes of death on both sides were from avalanche (77), fall (71),

altitude sickness (36), and exposure (26).

● About 62% of all expeditions put at least one member on the summit.

● From 1923 to 1999: 170 people died on Everest with 1,169 summits or

14.5%. But the deaths drastically declined from 2000 to 2021 with 9,571

summits and 135 deaths or 1.4%.

● However, three years skewed the deaths rates with 17 in 2014, 14 in 2015,

and 11 in 2019.

● The reduction in deaths is primarily due to better gear, weather forecasting,

and more people climbing with commercial operations.
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Climbing

● There are 18 different climbing routes on Everest

● It takes 40 days to climb Mt. Everest in order for the body to adjust to the high

altitude

● There is 66% less oxygen in each breath on the summit of Everest than at

sea level

● Thin nylon ropes are used to keep climbers from falling.

● Climbers wear spikes on their boots called crampons

● They also use ice axes to help stop a fall

● Thick, puffy suits filled with goose feathers keep climbers warm

● Most climbers eat a lot of rice and noodles for food

● Almost all climbers use bottled oxygen because it is so high. It helps keep the

climbers warm.

● Climbers start using bottled oxygen at 26,000 feet but it only makes a

3,000-foot difference in how they feel so at 27,000 feet, they feel like they are

at 24,000 feet

● You have to be 16 or older to climb from the Nepal side and between 18 and

60 on the Chinese side.

● The average expedition takes about 39 days.

Sherpas

● Sherpa is the name of a people. They mostly live in eastern Nepal. They

migrated from Tibet over the last several hundred years
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● Sherpa is also used as a last name

● Usually, their first name is the day of the week they were born.

○ Nyima – Sunday

○ Dawa – Monday

○ Mingma – Tuesday

○ Lhakpa – Wednesday

○ Phurba – Thursday

○ Pasang – Friday

○ Pemba – Saturday

● Sherpas are hired by climbers to guide, carry tents, and cooking food to the

high camps

● Sherpas climb Everest as a job to support their families

● Sherpas can get sick from the altitude like anyone but are stronger at altitude

than foreigners.

● Sherpas feel it is disrespectful to stand literally on the tippy top since that is

where Miyolangsangma, the Tibetan Goddess of Mountains, lives.

Trivia

● Babu Chiri Sherpa spent the night on the summit in 1999

● Kami Rita (Topke) Sherpa (Thami) holds the record for most summits (male or

female) with 26, the most recent one in 2021

● Over 33,000 feet of fixed rope is used each year to set the South Col route
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● You have to be at least 16 to climb Everest from the south side and 18 from

the north

● Climbers burn over 10,000 calories each day, double that on the summit climb

● Climbers will lose 10 to 20 lbs during the expedition

By the Numbers
Nepal: More Summits, Fewer Deaths
Everest’s popularity continues throughout political, natural, and self-manufactured

disasters. Each year there is a disaster, the following year sees more climbers. Since

1953, there have been 10,656 summits of Everest through December 2021, on all

routes by 6,098 different people.

Climbing from the Nepal side is the most popular side and has a higher death total and

death rate. The Nepalese side has seen 7,023 summits with 195 deaths through

December 2021 or 2.9%, a rate of 1.16. For those not using supplemental oxygen, 119

died, or 61% of the total deaths on the Nepal side.

The Tibet side has seen 3,633 summits with 110 deaths through December 2021 or

3.0%, a rate of 1.09. For those not using supplemental oxygen, 48 died, or 44% of the

total deaths on the Tibet side. Tibet side climbers tend to be more experienced, thus

accounting for fewer deaths.

Note that the death rates are for all hired and members, including those at base camp,

not just those who summited.
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The last time Everest saw no summits on either side was in 1974.

Tibet or Nepal Side?
Before 2008, Tibet gained on Nepal for the number of climbers. In 2000, Nepal had 62%

of the total climbing traffic compared to Tibet’s 32%. However, by 2007, the gap closed

with Nepal at 60% and Tibet, 40%. Then came 2008, when the Chinese effectively

closed Everest to take the Olympic torch to the summit. This event caused many in the

climbing community not to risk their money with a Chinese permit, and they switched

back to Nepal. Russell Brice was a mainstay on the north from 1994 to 2007, putting

219 people on the summit, including 53 in 2007. But he switched to the south after the

2008 closure on the north, contributing to the stall on that side. Brice sold his company,

Himalayan Experience, a few years ago. The comeback for Tibet has been slow but

steady and may never reach the pre-2008 days due to China putting a member cap of

300 per season while Nepal continues to have no limit.
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Everest Summits Bar Chart 1953-2021

Death Rate Increasing
Overall, 305 people, 186 members, and 119 hired (Sherpas) have died on Everest from

1921 to 2021. An average of four people have been killed each year since the first

attempt in 1921. From 2011 to 2021, deaths increased to an average of 6.5 annually.

The 31 Sherpa deaths in 2014 from the serac release onto the Icefall and the 2015

earthquake drove up the average death rate. Both events were on the Nepal side of the

mountain.

Digging a bit deeper into each period, the death rates from 1953 to 1999, more

members died than hired due to pioneering new routes and the Sherpas being used

primarily for load carrying. One hundred fifty-seven people lost their lives in that period,

breaking out by 97 members and 60 Sherpas.

When commercialization grew in the early 2000s, the death rate drastically declined.

Fewer new routes climbed, and most of the traffic took place on the Southeast or
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Northeast Ridges led by Western Guide companies like Adventure Consultants, Jagged

Globe, or International Moutain Guides. As a result, the death rate dropped to 0.66, and

dramatically fewer Sherpas died, 9 of the 54 total deaths. The reduction in fatalities was

primarily due to better gear, weather forecasting, and more people climbing with

highly-experienced commercial operations.

This good news of fewer deaths came to a halt over the last ten years as the total

number of people climbing Everest took off. The number of people above Base Camp

almost doubled in the past 20 years, 17,398 (8,504 members with 8894 support)

compared to the previous 80 years. From 1921 to 1999, 9,406 (5,143 members with

4,263 support) people went above BC.

In the last decade of climbing, the overall death rate increased to 0.86. Two large-scale

events took 31 of the 40 Sherpas deaths in this period, while 44 members died. The

primary reason for member deaths was the draw of low-cost climbs attracting

inexperienced clients supported by inexperienced guides.
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What’s the Total Cost of Climbing Mount Everest?

While the cost of climbing Everest ranged between $28,000 to $120,000 in 2017, the

prices have continued to skyrocket. Taking a trek up Everest in 2022 will cost you

anywhere from $30,000 to $160,000, with the average falling somewhere around

$45,000.

Cost of Support

One of the biggest costs associated with climbing Mount Everest is support. Everest

isn’t your everyday hike, and it takes grueling training and preparation to even attempt

to summit the mountain, let alone attempt it without support. For this reason, the

overwhelming majority of climbers invest in support services.
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When it comes to climbing assistance, Sherpas are a key part of almost every Everest

expedition. Sherpas are Tibetan people that live on the slopes of the Himalayas and

assist Everest climbers with various tasks including cooking, carrying gear, and making

crucial decisions. While hiring a Sherpa is not required for climbing Mount Everest, it

can help increase the odds of reaching the summit — and it’s a service that many

decide is worth the investment.

How much does a Sherpa for climbing Mount Everest cost? A personal climbing Sherpa

will cost anywhere upwards of $5,000, while a Sherpa for loading and unloading starts

at $3,000 and a Sherpa providing cooking services starts at $2,000. Keep in mind,

climbers are expected to cover bonuses and tip Sherpas generously.

Cost of Food and Transportation

The cost of travel is another part of a Mount Everest trek that varies greatly, depending

on the climber. There are many variable costs when it comes to transportation and the

cost of your flight, for example, will vary depending on where in the world you’re flying

from, airline, and other flight-specific costs.

The transportation costs don’t end once you arrived, however. The week-long trek to

basecamp alone will cost you at least $4,000.

When it comes to food on Mount Everest, you can expect to spend $20-$30 per day.
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Cost of Permits

Permits are one of the biggest expenses of climbing Mount Everest – and they’re a cost

you can’t avoid. There are, however, two different ways to approach Everest, with two

different prices: the Northside in Tibet and the Southside in Nepal. The permit in Nepal

costs $11,000 (plus $2,500 to hire a local company to organize the permit) and $8,000

in Tibet.

While the permit prices for Everest are not cheap and might make you think twice about

a climb, they’re in place for good reason. Every year, the number of Everest-hopefuls

continues to rise, often at the expense of the experience, quality of life for locals, and

the environment. Permits help to mitigate these downfalls by putting much-needed

monetary resources toward protecting the environment, cultural heritage, and livelihood

for locals.

Cost of Gear and Equipment

If you want to reach the summit of the world’s tallest mountain, you can expect to

spend between $6,000 – $8,000 on gear, depending on what you need to

purchase and the quality of the items.

You’ll need climbing gear, including crampons, an ice ax, and a belay; technical

clothing including a down coat, base layers, and trekking pants; and camp

equipment, including a sleeping bag, a tent, and a thermos.
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Cost of Oxygen

The need for oxygen is just another reminder that Everest is not your everyday hike. An

essential item on any Everest packing list, supplemental oxygen is also one of the most

expensive. While summiting Everest without oxygen is possible, it includes severe risks

like extreme hyperventilation and respiratory alkalosis.

The average Everest climber will use five to six oxygen bottles, each costing nearly

$600. Climbers also need an oxygen mask and regulator, which cost another $600.

Keep in mind, climbers are also required to supply the oxygen for their Sherpa if hiring

one.
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